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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE No 2 

SONITPUR::TEZPUR 

 

Sessions Case No. 57 of 2006 

u/s 302 I.P.C. 

(Arising out of GR Case No. 76 of 2005) 

 

State of Assam     

-versus- 

Sri Raju Borah.............Accused 

 

Present 
Ms. A. Ajitsaria, AJS,  

Addl Sessions Judge-2, Sonitpur, Tezpur  

 

For the State: Sri Khemraj Adhikary, Addl. Public Prosecutor 

For the accused: Sri S.E. Alam, Senior Advocate  

                        Smt. Dulumoni Sinha 

                        Sri. Abhijeet Bhuyan  

 

Date of Framing of Charge : 27.03.2006 

Date of Evidence   : 27.07.06, 30.08.06, 16.10.06,  

       19.11.06, 13.11.06, 14.12.06,  

       23.03.07, 01.03.08, 13.05.08,  

       04.08.08, 27.01.09, 14.09.09, 

       04.11.09, 22.05.12 

Date of Hearing    : 16.01.2014, 7.07.2014 

Date fixed for judgment        : 21.7.2014 

(Accused absent) 

Date of delivery of  

Judgment           : 30.7.2014 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1. The prosecution case in brief, is that, on 14.1.2005, Sri 

Hemchandra Bordoloi lodged an FIR in the Tezpur Police Station 

stating, inter alia, that on 13.01.2005 at around 11 PM, Khirodhar 

Bordoloi and Ratul Borah of Kalibari Dagaon had arranged a family 
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feast in a Bihu Hut raised at the back side of Khirodhar Bordoloi‟s 

residential house. About that time, Raju Borah (the accused) came 

there and began hurling abuses at Ratul Borah in an obscene 

language. When Khirodhar Bordoloi went to advice him to desist 

from using such obscene language, Raju Borah (the accused) 

hacked him on the head with a dao, causing grievous injuries to 

Khirodhar Bordoloi. It was further stated in the FIR that, the family 

members immediately admitted the injured in Kanaklata Civil 

Hospital and also informed the Tezpur P.S. Since, his injures were 

critical, the doctors referred the injured to Guwahati Medical 

College Hospital, Guwahati. It was further stated that though steps 

were taken to take the injured to Guwahati, he died on the way.  

On the basis of the said FIR, Tezpur P.S. Case No. 39/05 dated 

14.01.05 u/s 302 IPC vide GDE No. 358 was registered. It is 

pertinent to mention herein that the investigation of the occurrence 

however, began on the basis of GDE No. 625 dated 13.1.2005 (Ext 

12). 

  

2. After due investigation, charge sheet was submitted against 

the accused, Sri Raju Borah under section 302 IPC.  Upon 

appearance of the accused, the relevant documents were furnished 

to the accused under Section 207 CrPC and the offence being u/s 

302 IPC, the case was committed to the Court of Sessions for trial.  

 

3.  After hearing both sides, and on perusal of the documents 

furnished u/s 173 of the Cr.P.C., formal charge u/s 302 IPC was 

framed, read over and explained to the accused to which he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. Hence this trial. 

 

4. In support of its case, the prosecution examined as many as 

17 witnesses and the defence examined one witness.  

 

5. After closer of the prosecution evidence, the accused was 

examined u/s 313 of the CrPC. 
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POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

 

 Whether the accused, namely, Sri Ratul Borah, committed 

murder by intentionally causing death of Khirodhar Bordoloi ? 

  

6. I have carefully examined the evidence on record and heard 

Ld Addl P.P. and the Ld Senior Counsel, Sri S.E. Alam for the 

defence.  

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION and REASONS THEREOF 

 

7. PW-1, Smt Pushpa Bordoloi is the wife of the deceased. PW-1 

deposed that on 13.01.2005, the night of "uruka" on the occasion 

of Magh Bihu, a joint feast had been organised amongst their family 

members and that of Sri Ratul Borah. When they sat for dinner, the 

accused, namely, Raju Borah, abused Ratul Borah in obscene 

language and left. However, he returned about 5 minutes later and 

started abusing Ratul once again. PW 1 stated that her husband, 

Khirodhar @ Khirod Bordoloi went out with a piece of meat in his 

hand, saying that he would appease the accused and while he was 

trying to do so, the accused hacked him on the head with 

something like a dao. 

 

8. PW-1 further stated that she was nearby and on seeing the 

incident she raised a commotion whereupon the accused ran away. 

PW-1 stated that finding Dadul Borah (DW-1) nearby, she asked 

him to help her husband but he did not. However, hearing her cry, 

her son Deepak arrived at the spot. Deepak rushed towards the 

accused to catch him but Dadul Borah caught hold of Deepak and 

pushed him inside a room and closed the door from outside. She 

stated that her husband was taken to the hospital in an injured 

condition but was referred to the Guwahati Medical College 

Hospital, Guwahati. However, he died on the way to GMC Hospital. 

PW-1 stated that they reached GMC Hospital where, inquest was 

conducted on the dead body of her husband and Inquest Report, 

that is, Ext 1, prepared. 
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9. In cross examination, PW-1 stated that they had good 

relations with the accused and the accused used to adhere to the 

advice offered by her husband. She stated that she did not know if 

Ratul Borah and the accused were involved any dispute. She further 

stated that a „mezi’ had been set up in the vacant land behind their 

house. Food items had been prepared there. PW1 further stated 

that she along with her son (Deepak) and Gaurav Neog, Ujjal 

Gogoi, Ratul Borah and others were making merry in the mezi. PW1 

stated that when the accused was abusing Ratul, her husband had 

asked them not to go out and stated that he would himself go to 

counsel the accused. PW 1 stated that since her husband had 

stated in the said manner, her son had not gone out. PW 1 stated 

that the youths had not consumed liquor on the occasion of Bihu. 

PW 1 denied that Gokul (Ratul Borah‟s elder brother) had rushed 

out to assault the accused and he punched the accused and a little 

later, the accused came back and abused Ratul. She denied having 

stated before the police that she kept looking from inside and that 

her husband had been hit on the head with a lathi –like object. She 

further denied that Gokul, Ratul, Ujjal and others armed with lathis, 

sticks had gone to the road  and assaulted Raju and that it is then 

that, her husband had intervened and when her husband was trying 

to appease both the parties, someone‟s blow, hurled in the 

darkness, fell on the head of her husband thus, injuring him. She 

denied that since her son (Deepak) had then rushed out with a dao 

in his hand, Dadul caught hold of him and apprehending that he 

might cause some untoward incident, Dadul pushed her son 

towards the kitchen and then leaving an advice to the effect that 

her husband be taken to the hospital, Dadul left for his duty.  

 

10. PW-2, Deepak Bordoloi, son of the deceased stated that on 

the night of 13.01.2005, they had raised a mezi on the occasion of 

Magh Bihu. A feast had been arranged and they were having their 

meal, when the accused came there and hurled abuses in filthy 

language. PW-2 stated that his father, Khirodhar Bordoloi (since 

deceased) asked them not to say anything. The accused then left 

but returned after about 3-4 minutes and again started hurling 

abuses. PW -2 stated that his father then picked up a piece of meat 
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and went out saying that he would pacify the accused. PW 2 stated 

that Junti Borah (Ratul's Wife) and his mother too went out. A 

minute or so later his mother shouted that the accused had struck.  

 

11. PW 2 further stated that on coming out, he saw Raju fleeing 

away with a dao and his father lying on the ground. He saw blood 

gushing out from his father‟s head. He further stated that he tried 

to run after the accused but Dadul grabbed him and pushed him 

inside the kitchen and hooked the door from outside. PW 2 deposed 

that Dadul is a cousin of the accused. PW-2 stated that he 

telephonically contacted the Police Reserve where his father worked 

and thereafter he took his father to the Civil Hospital where his 

father‟s head which was cracked was bandaged and his father was 

referred to GMC Hospital, however his father died, while being 

taken there.  

 

12. In cross-examination PW-2 stated that till before the incident, 

he did not have any dispute with the accused (sic Ratul).  He 

further stated that he along with his parents, two young nephews, 

Utpal, Saurabh Neog, Ratul Borah, Ujjal Gogoi had been in the 

mezi. He denied that when accused was hurling abuses he had 

gone out and the accused had kissed him and left .  PW 2 stated 

that it was not true that he had not stated before the police that 

when his father had gone out, Junti and his mother had also gone 

with him and a minute or so later his mother shouted saying that 

Raju had struck, where upon, he went out and saw Raju flee with a 

dao in his hand. PW 2 stated that though there was no electricity at 

that time, the light emanating from the mezi had illuminated the 

surrounding. He denied that Ratul, Ujjal and Gokul chased the 

accused and beat him with lathi, sticks etc and it was then that his 

father had intervened and resisted both groups, in course of which, 

someone‟s blow had fallen on his father‟s head injuring his father. 

PW-2 denied that he was caught by Dadul and pushed inside the 

kitchen when he rushed out at the accused with a dao in hand. He 

denied having stated before the police that when his father 

approached the accused, the latter hit him on the head with a lathi 

like object. He further denied that he had not stated before the 
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police that he had seen a dao in hand of the accused. He denied 

that all of them had consumed liquor that night, on the occasion of 

Bihu. 

 

13. PW-3, Hemchandra Bordoloi, brother of the deceased stated 

that on the morning of 14th January, he was informed over 

telephone that his brother had been taken to Guwahati after a 

youth named Raju had assaulted him. Thereafter he went there 

with his family.  Since at that time he did not have knowledge 

about the incident, he had the incident narrated by a women and 

had it recorded by another women. Then he put his signature on 

the FIR (Ext : 2).  PW-3 stated that his brother, Khirodhar died on 

his way while he was being taken to Guwahati in an injured 

condition. In his cross-examination, he stated that he had no 

personal knowledge about the incident and that he had heard about 

it from the family members. He stated that his brother‟s mother-in-

law had narrated the incident and the FIR had been written at 

about 3 PM on the next day. He admitted that he did not know 

about the authenticity of the statements in the FIR.  

 

14. PW-4, Junti Borah stated that the accused was the son of her 

paternal uncle-in-law. She stated that on 13.01.2005 a feast had 

been arranged on the occasion of uruka in Khirodhar Bordoloi‟s 

house. Her husband Ratul, Pushpa Bordoloi, Deepak Bordoloi, Ujjal 

Baruah and a few young children gathered on the occasion. PW 4 

stated that about that time, the accused came there and started 

hurling filthy abuses upon Ratul and then he left. A few minutes 

later the accused came and again started hurling abuses. Khirod 

Bordoloi, then asked them not to go out saying that he himself 

would go out and counsel the accused. PW-4 stated that at that 

time, Khirod, Ratul and Ujjal were taking rice. Khirod Bordoloi went 

out with a piece of meat in his hand. PW-4 stated that Pushpa 

Bordoloi and she also went after him. When Khirod Bordoloi asked 

the accused to have meal there, the accused hacked him on the 

head with a dao. As a result of which, blood began to gush out of 

Khirodhor Bordoloi‟s head. They raised their voices. PW -4 stated 

that Ujjal Gogoi tried to catch the accused but the accused pushed 
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him whereupon Ujjal fell on a cauldron containing dal/cooked 

pulses. She stated that she pressed the accused down at his feet 

but the accused kicked her and ran away. As the accused was 

running away, Deepak tried to catch him but Dadul Borah caught 

hold of Deepak and pushed him inside a room and locked the door 

from outside. PW-4 stated that Khirod Bordoloi was taken to Tezpur 

Civil Hospital where his wound was stitched and he was referred to 

Guwahati. However, Khirod Bordoloi died on the way. PW 4 stated 

that later the police found a cap being Material Exhibit 3, in Khirod 

Bordoloi‟s campus and seized it vide Ext. 3.  

 

15. In cross-examination PW-4 stated that Khirod Bordoloi had 

gone out alone when the accused had come, the second time.  PW-

4 denied that people had consumed liquor on that day. PW-4 denied 

that she had not stated before the police that both she and her 

aunt (Pushpa Bordoloi) had gone after Khirodhar and that they 

were just behind him. She stated that till that time, Ujjal and Ratul 

had not gone out. PW-4 denied the suggestion that she and her 

aunt had not gone behind Khirodhar. She further denied that on the 

night of the incident when the accused shouted abuses in a drunken 

frenzy, her husband (Ratul), Gokul, Ujjal, Deepak and others, all 

armed had gone out and assaulted the accused. PW-4 denied that 

when Khirod Bordoloi had gone out to disengage the quarrel, he got 

injured by the blow of some person. She denied the suggestion that 

since Deepak chased the accused with a dao in hand, Dadul caught 

hold of him and confined him in a closed room, fearing that he 

might cause some untoward incident.  She denied that F.I.R was 

not lodged by them as it was her husband who was at fault.  

 

 

16. PW- 5, Ratul Borah stated that the accused was his paternal 

uncle‟s son. PW -5 testified that on the day of uruka of Magh Bihu 

on 13.01.2005, their family members along with those of Khirod 

Bordoloi had arranged for a joint feast in the vacant land of Khirod 

Bordoloi. At about 11 PM, they were warming themselves by the 

fire when the accused began hurling abuses in filthy language citing 

PW5‟s name from outside. PW 5 stated that on hearing the same, 
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Khirod Bordoloi asked them not to go out. Thus, when they did not 

say anything, the accused went away. However, the accused 

returned 3-4 minutes later and again started abusing. PW -5 stated 

that his uncle (Khirod) asked them not to go out and his uncle went 

out with a piece of meat in his hand. When his uncle asked the 

accused not to quarrel on the auspicious occasion of Bihu and to 

come in, the accused cut open the fence and came inside. Then the 

accused hacked Khirod Bordoloi on the head with something like a 

dao.  

 

17. PW 5 stated that Khirod Bordoloi‟s wife and his wife (Junti 

Borah/PW-4) were both there at that time. He stated that at that 

time Khirod‟s son Deepak, Ujjal Gogoi and the children were 

warming themselves by the fire. On hearing Khirod's wife shout 

„marile marile‟ they went out. His wife, Junti Borah tried to grab the 

accused but he kicked her, whereupon, she fell down on a cauldron 

full of dal. When they came near, they found Khirod lying there with 

injury on his head. They raised a commotion. They met Dadul there 

whom Khirod's wife asked for help, but instead of paying heed to 

that, Dadul caught hold of Deepak and pushed him into the kitchen 

and hooked the door from outside. PW 5 further stated that there 

was no electricity at that time, nearby people gathered at the place 

of occurrence and all of them took the injured to the Civil Hospital. 

From there, the injured was referred to GMC Hospital but he died 

on the way. PW 5 stated that the injured was nevertheless taken to 

the GMC Hospital where inquest was conducted.  

 

18. In cross-examination, PW 5 stated that at the time of the 

incident he was inside the mezi/Bihu hut, there was no electricity 

but a fire burning in the mezi. He denied having any boundary 

dispute with the accused. He stated that on that day Ujjal, his wife 

(Junti), Deepak, Khirod‟s wife were all present and his elder brother 

Gokul came after the incident. PW 5 admitted that he used to 

consume liquor but denied consuming the same on the date of 

occurrence. He denied that they had been drinking wine in the bihu 

hut. He denied that he along with Ujjal, Bakul, Deepak had gone 

out and assaulted the accused and when Khirod Bordoloi intervened 
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to disengage them, the latter, sustained injury on his head as they 

had been fighting at random in the darkness.  

 

19. In cross examination, PW-5 further denied that the accused 

had come unarmed and had only been hurling abuses under the 

influence of liquor and that attracted by the commotion that 

resulted from the fight, Dadul came and broke the fight. He denied 

that when Deepak had rushed out with a dao in order to assault the 

accused, Dadul got hold of Deepak and confined him in the kitchen. 

 

20. PW-5, in his cross examination denied that he had not stated 

before the police that Khirod Bordoloi‟s wife and his wife (Junti) too 

had gone out with Khirod Bordoloi. He denied having stated before 

the police that Khirod and Ujjal had gone near the accused and the 

latter had shoved Ujjal away.  PW 5 stated that he had stated 

before the police that the accused had hacked with a dao like 

weapon.  PW 5 further denied having stated before the police that 

having come out of the mezi (Bihu hut), they had not seen which 

way the accused had gone away. 

 

21. PW-6, Ruchi Kanta Das deposed that hearing about the death 

of Khirod Bordoloi he had gone to enquire about the incident, when 

the police seized a gamusa and a blood stained vest vide Ext. 5, 

Seizure List. PW 6 stated that he had no knowledge about the 

incident. In his cross-examination, PW 6 stated that the said  

articles were seized from the house of the accused and the same 

were blood stained clothes. PW 6 stated that he did not know to 

whom the said clothes belonged. 

 

22. PW-7, Jogen Neog stated that on the day of uruka, Magh Bihu 

in 2005 while he was arranging a feast in his own house he got 

information over phone that Raju had assaulted Khirod Bordoloi.  

Next morning, he went there to enquire about the incident and the 

police obtained his signature on Seizure List  being Ext: 3 by which 

they had seized a cap. In cross-examination PW 7, stated that 

Deepak had informed him about the incident. He admitted that in 

his earlier statement he had not mentioned regarding the 
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telephonic message from the Deepak. He further stated that he 

does not know to whom the cap seized by the police belonged. 

 

23. PW-8, Dr. Gopendra Mohan Das deposed that on 14.01.2005 

at about 11.15 am when he was at Kanaklata Civil Hospital he 

examined Junti Borah, wife of Ratul Borah and found the following 

injuries, that is, Tenderness over the anterior part of chest and 

Epigastrium (upper part of abdomen). PW 8 stated that the injury 

was simple, caused about 10-12 hours before he examined and that 

it was caused by blunt weapon. PW 8 exhibited Ext 6, the Injury 

Report of Junti Borah.  

 

24. PW-9, Dr. Tapan Das stated that on 14.01.2005 he was on 

duty at GMC Hospital and he conducted post mortem examination 

on the body of Khirod Bordoloi. PW-9 stated that he found (i) Rigor 

mortis present all over the body. (ii) One surgical dressing present 

over the forehead, stained with blood. (iii) Head and face stained 

with blood at places. (iv) Both sides, black eyes seen.   

 

25. PW-9 detected the following injuries on the body of the 

deceased, that is,  

 

 “One lacerated injury of size 6cm x 2cm brain deep, seen 

over the forehead, 3 cm to the right of midline and 4cm above the 

right eyebrow vertically placed from forehead to occipital direction. 

 

 One dissection underlying scalp was found contused red in 

colour, skull bones found fractured (depressed and comminute) of 

both frontal and right parietal  bones covering an area of 12x10 cm. 

Cranium and spinal canal:- 

Vertebra was found healthy. 

Membrane was found lacerated at place.  

Extra Dural haematoma of size 17x14 cm below the fracture size 

site of 1cm thickness. 

Subdural haemorrhage present over both the hemiaphores. 

Brain found lacerated below the fracture site.” 
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 PW 9,  stated that in his opinion, death was due to coma as a 

result of head injuries as described. The injuries were ante mortem 

and caused by blunt force impact and homicidal in nature. The 

approximate time of death was 6-12 hours. PW 8 exhibited the Post 

Mortem report as Ext 7.  

 

26. In cross-examination, PW 9 stated that the injuries sustained 

by the deceased could not have been sustained by falling on a hard 

substance. He further stated that if however one falls from a great 

height on a hard substance, such injury may be caused. He further 

stated that the injury at hand was a case of single injury, that is on 

the head and other injuries had resulted because of the head 

injury.  

 

27. PW-10, Sri Tilak Bhattacharjee stated that on 14.01.2005 

while on duty at Kanaklata Civil Hospital at Tezpur he examined 

Khirodhar Bordoloi at 12.35 AM in the Emergency OPD of Kanaklata 

Civil Hospital, Tezpur.  On such examination, he found sharp  

(i) cut injury on forehead of about 3cm x 2cm cutting the frontal 

bone of which deepness could not be assessed  

(ii) Black eyes on both sides  

(iii) Bleeding from both nostrils.   

PW-10 further stated that considering the condition of the patient, 

he referred the patient to Guwahati Medical College Hospital, 

Guwahati immediately. PW-10 opined that the injury was fresh, 

caused by sharp instrument and grievous in nature. PW 10 proved 

the Injury Report as Ext 8. In his cross-examination, PW-10 stated 

that in his report he had not mentioned about giving any treatment 

but nevertheless emergency treatment was given to the patient. He 

denied that there was no sharp cut injury on the forehead.  

 

28. PW-11, Ujjal Gogoi stated that he did not know the name of 

the accused but he had seen him in the village and he knew that 

the accused hailed from New Kolibari Village. He stated that on the 

day of uruka of Magh Bihu in 2005, his uncle, Bordoloi invited him 

for a feast and accordingly he had gone to their house at around 

7.30 pm. PW-11 stated that his uncle (Bordoloi) was  busy cooking 
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meal. Uncle‟s wife, son (Deepak), Deepak‟s elder sister and two 

sons of his younger sister and couple of neighbours were present 

there. PW-11 stated that they had been dancing to recorded music 

inside the bihu hut. At that time the accused tried to pick up a 

quarrel by behaving indecently and his uncle stopped them from 

going out. PW-11 stated that his uncle himself went out to counsel 

the accused after which, the accused went away, only to return a 

few minutes later. Thereafter his uncle went out with a piece of 

meat in his hand to make the accused agree to his invitation of 

joining them in the feast. PW-11 stated that at that time it was 

dark as there was no electricity. He deposed that he had not 

noticed with what the accused was armed with, but, he saw the 

accused giving the blow. He further deposed that on being struck 

on the head, his uncle sustained injury and fell down. PW 11, stated 

that raising a shout, he ran out of the bihu hut. The accused caught 

him by the chest and hit him. As a result of which, he fell on a 

cauldron of dal. He further stated that hearing the commotion, the 

neighbours arrived. His uncle (Khirodhar Bordoloi) was taken to 

Tezpur K.C. Hospital, from where he was referred to GMC Hospital. 

He further stated that he had not gone to the hospital and that on 

the next day he heard that his uncle had died at Nagaon itself.  

 

29. In cross-examination, PW 11 stated that the deceased and his 

wife though not related to him use to treat him like his son. He 

stated that Ratul and Dadul had also attended the feast on that 

night and Dadul had come a little later. He further stated that later 

he came to know that Ratul and others had a pending land dispute. 

PW 11 stated that the mezi ghar had been built at the back side of 

the dwelling house of the deceased and that all of them had been 

inside the mezi. The cooking had been done outside the mezi. He 

denied that they had consumed wine, in there. He stated that he 

did not know whether the accused had consumed liquor that night. 

He further stated that they were inside the mezi when the accused 

returned the second time and that only his uncle had gone out to 

pacify the accused. He stated that they went out only after uncle 

had slumped down on the ground.  He further stated they had seen 

the accused kill his uncle from the inside the mezi. He denied 
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having chased the accused along with Ratul and Deepak and having 

roughed him up on the road. He denied that he and Ratul, armed 

with lathis and Deepak armed with a dao rushed at the accused to 

assault him. He also denied that one youth named Gokul was with 

them. He denied that when they were beating the accused on the 

road, his uncle came and tried to disengage them and since it was 

dark someone‟s strike landed on his uncle‟s head. He denied that in 

order to save themselves they had resorted to falsehood and had 

falsely implicated the accused. He stated that at that time Dadul 

had kept Deepak with the dao, confined in a room.  He denied the 

suggestion that the accused had not assaulted his uncle.  

 

30. PW-12, Mrinal Bordoloi stated that on receiving information 

about Khirodhar Bordoloi on 15.01.2005, he came to Tezpur from 

Mangaldoi and went to Tezpur PS. There, he came to know that 

police had seized the white maruti car belonging to the accused 

vide Seizure List, Ext 10. 

 

31. PW-13, Kamal Kumar, a friend of Deepak Bordoloi is also a 

seizure witness in respect of Ext 10 (car). The defence declined to 

cross-examine PW-12 and PW-13. 

 

32. PW-14, Smt Tarulata Das stated that she wrote the F.I.R vide 

Ext-2 on being asked to do so by the elder brother of the deceased. 

In cross-examination she stated that none from the family of the 

deceased were present when she wrote Ext 2. She further stated 

that the police had taken the injured to Kanaklata Civil Hospital for 

treatment and from there to the GMC Hospital even before the 

arrival of the complainant, who had arrived at Tezpur on the date of 

filling F.I.R. She further stated that she could not say from where 

the complainant had heard about what he had asked her to write in 

Ext 2. She admitted that she had not signed on Ext 2 as a scribe. 

 

33. PW-15, Khitikanta Sharma, Bench Assistant in the Court of Ld 

Judicial Magistrate (2nd Class), Sonitpur, Tezpur, deposed that he 

was the Bench Assistant of the Ld Judicial Magistrate who recorded 

the statements of Ratul Borah vide Ext-4 on 27.012005, Ujjal Gogoi 
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vide Ext-9 on 28.01.2005, Smt. Junti Borah, vide Ext-11 on 

27.11.2005, Smt. Pushpa Bordoloi vide Ext-12 and Sri Deepak 

Bordoloi vide Ext-13 on 28.01.2005. In his cross-examination he 

stated that the statements of the said witnesses were recorded by 

the Ld Magistrate in her chamber, one after the other and no one 

except the witnesses were present inside the chamber. He further 

stated that at that time, he too was not present in the chamber. 

After statement of one witness was recorded, he/she came out of 

the chamber and sat with the other witnesses on a bench and got 

involved in talking, as no separate arrangements had been made 

for their sitting.  

 

34. PW-16, Sri Ajoy Dasgupta, Investigation Officer deposed that 

on 14.1.2005, the FIR (Ext 2) was received in the Tezpur Police 

Station and registered as Tezpur PS Case No. 39 of 2005. During  

investigation of the case, PW 16 stated that he visited the place of 

occurrence, recorded the statement of witnesses, prepared the 

sketch map (Ext 11), seized vide Seizure lists, a blood stained 

gamocha and ganji (Ext 5), a cap (Ext 3) and a vehicle belonging to 

the accused (Ext 10). PW 16 stated that he had infact, started the 

investigation on the basis of GDE No. 625 dated 13.1.2005 (Ext 

12). PW 16 stated that he attempted to apprehend the accused but 

he could not. On completion of investigation, chargesheet (Ext 13) 

was filed by PW 16. 

 

35. In cross examination, PW-16 stated that there was no 

mention about the name of the accused in GDE No.625, that is, Ext 

12. PW 16 stated that Dadul Borah‟s house is situated about 100 

feet away on the southern side of the house of the deceased. PW 

16 admitted that PW 1 stated before him that she had witnessed 

the incident from inside her house and that the accused assaulted 

her husband with a lathi like object. 

 

36. In cross examination, PW 16 admitted that PW 2, Deepak did 

not state before him that his mother (PW 1) had also gone out 

behind his father along with Junti and after about a minute his 

mother shouted “Raju has assaulted” and then he went out and saw 
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Raju with a dao like object.  PW 16 admitted that PW 2 had stated 

before him that the accused had assaulted his father with a stick 

like object. 

 

37. In cross examination, PW 16 admitted that PW-4, Junti Borah 

had not stated before him that she too went behind PW 1 and that 

the accused had hit Khirodhar with an iron dao. He denied that PW 

4 stated before him that Ujjal too went out and the accused pushed 

Ujjal whereupon he fell down. 

 

38. In cross examination, PW 16 admitted that PW 5 did not state 

before him that when Khirodhar Bordoloi went out PW 1 and PW 4 

also accompanied him and that Ujjal was pushed by the accused 

when he went out. 

 

39. PW-17, Inspector Bhaktiram Kalita deposed that he was in-

charge of GMCH Outpost on 14.01.2005 and he held inquest on 

Khirod Bordoloi‟s dead body vide Ext-1. In cross-examination, he 

stated that except holding inquest on the dead body and sending 

the same for autopsy he had not done anything else.  

 

40. DW-1, Dadul Borah deposed that the complainant, the 

deceased and the accused were known to him. He stated that on 

the date of occurrence, it was uruka and he was at home.  A feast 

had been arranged in the house of Khirodhar Bordoloi and a music 

system was being played in their house. He stated that after having 

meal, he came out of his house. There was no electricity and it was 

dark. DW-1 stated that about that time, he heard a hulla and on 

coming out, he saw four or five people armed with lathis, gheroed 

the accused/Raju. The accused was surrounded by Ratul, Bakul, 

Deepak and another person. DW-1 stated that the accused was 

unarmed and Deepak had a dao in his hand.  

 

41. DW-1 stated that he dragged Deepak to the kitchen. Rest of 

the people, he said were standing outside. He stated that Deepak 

would have hacked the accused with his dao. DW 1 stated that the 

rest of them chased the accused away. He stated that he saw 
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Khirodhar Bordoloi lying on the ground. He further deposed that he 

did not have any knowledge why Khirodhar had gone there and 

suggested that he might have come out because of the quarrel. DW 

-1 stated that Khirodhar Bordoloi @ Khirod was lying near the place 

where the meal was being cooked. DW 1 stated that he adviced 

that Khirodhar Bordoloi be taken to the hospital and police be 

informed about the occurrence and so advicing, he left for his duty. 

Next morning he learnt that Khirodhar had died. DW 1 stated that 

when the police had recorded his statement he had narrated in the 

same manner in which he had deposed in the Court . He further 

stated that people who had surrounded the accused had consumed 

liquor. 

 

42.  In cross examination, DW 1 stated that at the time of the 

incident he was on duty at Salonibari Outpost and that he had 

informed the OC of the outpost and had not taken leave. DW 1 

stated that Ratul Borah was his paternal uncle‟s son. DW 1 denied 

pushing Deepak inside a room and closing the door from outside. 

He denied the suggestion that he had deposed falsely that the 

accused had been surrounded by Ratul, Bakul , Deepak and another 

person. He denied that Khirodhar Bordoloi died because of having 

been beaten by the accused. 

 

43. Having narrated the evidence of the witnesses, this Court now 

embarks upon the exercise of appreciation of the evidence on 

record. In the statement of the accused recorded u/s 313 CrPC the 

accused has stated that Bakul had beaten him and others had come 

armed with dao and lathi to beat him.  He stated that he was empty 

handed and alone. The accused further stated that on hearing the 

quarrelling, Dadul came out. Dadul saw Deepak with dao and 

pushed him in the house. He stated that Khirodhar Bordoloi had 

come in between to save him and could not say when someone‟s 

blow hit Khirodhar. The accused further stated that he had an old 

quarrel with Ratul as Ratul had stolen his cow and sold it off. 

 

44. The evidence of PW -9 (MO) shows that the cause of death of 

Khirodhar Bordoloi was coma as a result of head injuries which 
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were ante mortem in nature and caused by blunt force impact. PW-

9 opined that death was homicidal in nature. The head injuries or 

the resultant death of Khirodhar Bordoloi is not only admitted and 

not denied by the defence but it is also convincingly proved through 

PW-9. Hence it is held that Khirodhar Bordoloi died a homicidal 

death. 

 

45. The vital issue which needs to be ascertained is whether the 

accused caused the fatal injuries on the person of Khirodhar 

Bordoloi.  

 

46. The case of the prosecution, in a nutshell appears, as such, 

that on the uruka day, when Khirodhar Bordoloi (the deceased) 

along with others, was celebrating Bihu, the accused came and 

started hurling abusive language at Ratul (PW-5). Hearing the 

same, Khirodhar Bordoloi adviced that none should react. When the 

accused did not hear any reaction, he left the place. However, the 

accused returned within few minutes with an object in his hand and 

again starting abusing Ratul (PW-5) in slang language. This time, 

Khirodhar Bordoloi asked the gathering not to go out and further 

stated that he would go and counsel the accused. In order to 

appease the accused, Khirodhar carried a piece of meat in his hand 

and went out. At that time, the accused, hit Khirodhar on his head. 

Seeing the same, PW 1, wife of Khirodhar Bordoloi shouted that the 

accused had struck. PW 4 (Junti) and PW 11 (Ujjal) tried to catch 

the accused but were pushed aside by him. Hearing his mother‟s 

cry, PW-2 (Deepak), Khirodhar‟s son came out and others too 

followed suit. Khirodhar‟s son, Deepak was prevented from catching 

hold of the accused by Dadul (DW 1), who caught hold of Deepak 

(PW 2) and pushed him inside the house and closed the door from 

outside.  The accused fled. 

 

47. From the evidence of PW 1, PW 2, PW 4, PW 5 and PW 11, it 

is seen that each one of them have been consistent on the following 

key facts (i) accused hurled abuses at Ratul (ii) on hearing the 

abuses directed at Ratul, Khirodhar asked them not to react (iii) 

accused left the place (iv) however, the accused came back within 
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minutes with an object in his hand and again started hurling abuses 

at Ratul (v) on so hearing the accused, Khirodhar went out with a 

piece of meat in his hand to appease the accused (vi) the accused 

hit Khirodhar on his head with an object (vii) Khirodhar fell, 

bleeding with head injuries (viii) accused fled. Close scrutiny of the 

evidence on record reveals that the defence has not been able to 

confront the witnesses on these key factors, though some minor 

discrepancies and embellishment which do not strike at the root of 

any of the key factors, have been brought on record. 

 

48. PW-2(Deepak/son of deceased) and PW-4 (Junti/wife of 

Ratul) deposed that PW 1 and PW 4 had gone out behind his father 

(Khirodhar) when his father had gone out with a meat in his hand. 

However, the defence has successfully confronted the I/O on the 

said point whereby the I/O confirmed that the said witnesses had 

not stated before him that they had gone out behind Khirodhar.  

Relying on the same, Ld Counsel for the defence submitted that in 

view of the deposition of the I/O neither PW-1 nor PW- 4 can be 

held to be eyewitnesses and the said two witnesses ought to be 

held to be wholly unreliable as they have come out with distorted 

versions. 

 

49. From the materials on record, it is seen that there does 

appear to be a difference in respect of the version of the said 

witnesses as to whether they went out behind Khirodhar or they 

saw the occurrence from inside. It is true that these witnesses have 

improved the prosecution story to some extent. But, that 

improvement or exaggerated version can safely be separated from 

the main case of the prosecution. So far as the main prosecution 

case is concerned, all the said witnesses are consistent. This is not 

a case where truth and falsehood are inextricably mixed up. It has 

been held that, witnesses tend to exaggerate the prosecution story. 

If the exaggeration does not change the prosecution story or 

convert it into an altogether new story, allowance can be made for 

it. If evidence of a witness is to be disbelieved merely because he 

has made some improvement in his evidence, there would hardly 

be any witness on whom reliance can be placed by the courts. 
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50. In the instant case too, the said exaggeration is 

inconsequential, in as much as, it does not shake the testimony of 

PW 1 and PW 4 to the effect that they saw the accused hit 

Khirodhar Bordoloi on his head. PW 11 (Ujjal Gogoi) too testified 

that he saw the accused hit Khirodhar from inside. As a natural 

reaction, after seeing the accused hit Khirodhar on the head, PW 1 

raised her voice and shouted, whereas both PW 4 and PW 11 

attempted to catch hold of the accused. The accused pushed PW 4 

(Junti) resulting in simple injuries as reflected in the Injury Report 

(Ext:6) and PW 11 too fell. It is to be noted that the defence has 

not even suggested to PW 11 that he (PW 11) was not hit by the 

accused and that he did not fall thereafter. 

  

51. From , Ext:11 the Sketch map, it is clear that the mezi/bihu 

hut and place of occurrence were in close vicinity and within clear 

visible range. Therefore, it can be safely concluded that PW-1 

(Pushpa), PW-4 (Junti) and PW-11 (Ujjal) are eyewitnesses to the 

occurrence.  

 

52. Ld Addl P.P during the course of argument submitted that 

after the occurrence, the accused absconded and remained as such, 

for a considerable period of time. It has been held that absconding 

can scarcely be held as a determining link in the chain of evidence, 

which must admit of no reasonable hypothesis than of the guilt of 

the accused. Thus, though it cannot be a determining link in the 

chain of evidence, nevertheless, considered along with the other 

evidences on record in the instant case, the act of absconding on 

the part of the accused is held to be a relevant piece of evidence. 

Records reveal that the accused remained absconding from the 

date of occurrence till he was, on his submission, allowed to appear 

before the Ld Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur vide order dated 

18.5.2005 passed by the Hon‟ble Gauhati High Court in B.A 

No.1252 of 2005. Pursuant to which, he appeared before the Ld 

Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur on 26.5.2005 and was 

sent to judicial custody. Subsequently, the accused was enlarged 

on bail on 25.8.2005. As held, even innocent persons might, when 
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suspected of grave crimes, be tempted to evade arrest. In the 

instant case, however, there is no explanation by the defence, as to 

the conduct of the accused, more so in view of the defence stand 

that the accused was assaulted.  

 

53. From the suggestions put forward by the defence to the 

prosecution witnesses, it is seen that the defence version is that, 

Ratul, Bakul, Deepak and one other person, came out with lathis 

and dao to assault the accused and at that time, Khirodhar Bordoloi 

too came out. When Khirodhar Borodoloi tried to disengage them 

from quarrelling, it being dark, someone‟s lathi blow landed on the 

head of Khirodhar Bordoloi thereby injuring him. Here too, it is to 

be noted that whereas in the suggestion so put forward by the 

defence to PW 1 , PW 2, PW 3 and PW 4 the name of “Gokul” 

appears but in the suggestion put forward to PW 5, the name of 

“Bakul” appears, as one of the persons alleged to be present in the 

group. The accused as well as the DW-1 too has not mentioned 

“Gokul” to be present in the group which allegedly gheraoed the 

accused, as suggested to PW1, PW2, PW3 and PW 4. 

  

54. From the suggestion put forward by the defence to PW 4, it is 

seen that the defence has admitted that the accused had shouted 

abuses in a drunken frenzy. From the suggestion made to PW 5, it 

is seen that the defence has sought to portray that Ratul, Ujjal, 

Bakul and Deepak had gone out and „assaulted‟ the accused and 

attracted by the commotion that resulted from the fight, Dadul 

came and broke the fight. 

 

55. Thus, on one hand defence has sought to state that Khirodhar 

was hit when Khirodhar tried to disengage the PWs who were 

„assaulting‟ the accused and on the other hand, suggestion has 

been made to PW 5 that Dadul disengaged them/broke the fight. 

The latter submits, the Ld Addl P.P is a pointer to the futile attempt 

on the part of the defence in trying to create doubt against the 

prosecution. 
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56. Turning to the evidence of DW 1, it is seen that DW 1 has 

deposed that (i) Ratul, Bakul, Deepak and one more person 

gheroed/surrounded the accused; (ii) the accused was unarmed (iii) 

Deepak had a dao in his hand; (iv) he (DW1) pulled Deepak and 

pushed him inside the house or else Deepak would have hacked the 

accused; (v) others chased away the accused; (vi) he had seen  

Khirodhar Bordoloi lying down; (vii) he (DW 1) did not know why 

Khirodhar had gone there and opined that Khirodhar might have 

gone there because of the quarrel.  DW 1 stated that Khirodhar was 

also known as Khirod. 

 

57. What is remarkably striking about the evidence of DW 1 is 

that there is no whisper of Ratul, Bakul, Deepak and one other 

person, per se, indulging in the act of „assaulting the accused‟. It is 

not the version of DW- 1 that the said four persons had „assaulted‟ 

the accused.  DW 1 has only stated that he had seen the said four 

persons, surround/gheroed the accused. Whereas the defence story 

is, Khirodhar got hit on the head when the said four “assaulted” the 

accused and Khirodhar tried to disengage them.   DW 1 has stated 

that coming out, he saw Khirodhar lying on the ground. The latter 

has to be construed to mean that before DW 1 allegedly „saw‟ Ratul, 

Bakul Deepak and one other person gheroed the accused, 

Khirodhar Bordoloi had already been hit on the head and was lying 

on the ground. That the four PWs would continue to „only gherao‟ 

the accused person and leave Khirodhar to bleed with a crack on his 

head, seems highly improbable and unbelievable.  

 

58. Again, though the accused in his statement u/s 313 CrPC has 

tried to draw the same picture, the accused too has not stated that 

Ratul, Bakul, Deepak  and Gokul were „assaulting‟ him or „assaulted‟ 

him and it is then when Khirodhar tried to save him that someone‟s 

blow hit him. Thus, active action of assault by the said persons and 

at that moment, the intervention of Khirodhar resulting in 

Khirodhar being injured, though has been suggested to prosecution 

witnesses, the same has not been stated by the accused in his 

statement of defence nor has it been stated by the defence witness. 
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59. Thus, tested like any other witness, the evidence of DW 1 is 

found to be lacking from the standpoint of credibility and reliability. 

This Court has not lost sight of the proposition of law that it is not 

for the defence but for the prosecution to prove its case beyond 

reasonable doubt. The defence is only to show that its version is 

also probable.   

 

60. Again, it has been held that the evidence of Defence Witness 

cannot be the sole basis of conviction but nevertheless it can be 

used to lend assurance to the prosecution evidence. In the instant 

case, DW-1‟s evidence lends assurance to the prosecution‟s 

evidence that DW 1 prevented Deepak, when the latter naturally 

reacted and tried to catch hold of his father‟s assailant and that 

Deepak was pushed inside the house by DW 1. It further lends 

assurance to the prosecution evident that inspite of seeing 

Khirodhar Bordoloi lying in a bleeding condition, DW 1 did not 

extend any help but instead pushed PW-2 (Deepak) inside the 

house and closed the door. DW-1 himself deposed that he only 

extended his advice of getting medical assistance for Khirodhar and 

of informing the police and thereafter he left the place. 

  

61. Ld Senior Counsel for the defence, strenuously argued that 

though DW-1 was a named prosecution witness, the prosecution 

failed to summon him as a prosecution witness and he was called 

by the defence. The latter, submitted the Ld Senior Counsel for the 

defence, clearly establishes the fact that the prosecution from the 

very beginning knew that the said witness would speak the truth 

which would go against the prosecution. This Court, is not 

impressed with the submission of the Ld Senior Counsel for the 

defence, in  as much as, all witnesses, be it a prosecution or a 

defence witness enjoys the same status and stands on the same 

footing. Merely because the defence adduced evidence of the 

person who was named as a prosecution witness in the charge- 

sheet, by itself, cannot put DW-1 on a higher pedestal and cannot 

lead to either presumption or inference of unflinching credibility of 

the said witness.  
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62. Viewed in its entirety, the evidence of DW-1, does not instil 

confidence and the same is held to be unreliable and unbelievable. 

It is held that DW-1 has failed to support the probability of the 

defence version. In fact, DW-1 did not bring anything new on 

record, rather he confirmed a son‟s (DW 2‟s) natural reaction in 

attempting to catch hold of his father‟s assailant, only to be blocked 

by DW-1. 

 

63. Ld Senior Counsel for the defence has further submitted that 

major contradictions in the evidence of PW 1, PW 2, PW 4, PW 5 

and PW 11 with regard to the weapon of offence is seen, in as 

much as, whereas the said witnesses stated before the I/O about 

use of lathi like object, the same PWs have deposed that the 

accused hit Khirodhar with a dao.  

 

64. From the evidence on record, it is seen that no weapon of 

assault was seized. PW 9, the Medical officer who conducted the 

post mortem opined that the injuries were inflicted by a blunt 

weapon. He further opined that the instant was a case of single 

blow on the head and other injuries resulted from the said single 

blow. In view of the overwhelming evidence with regard to 

deceased being hit on the head by the accused with an object, in 

the considered opinion of this Court, the nature of the weapon of 

assault or its non recovery, are considered inconsequential.  

 

65. Ld Senior Counsel for the defence submitted that the name of 

the accused as the assailant of Khirodhar is not reflected in the GDE 

No.625, that is, Ext 12 and hence it cannot be believed that the 

accused was the assailant. The latter, is again held to be 

inconsequential, in as much as, details of the crime is never seen to 

recorded in the General Entry Dairy by the investigating agency. 

The mere fact that the name of the assailant does not find place in 

the GDE No.625, with which the investigation began, cannot be 

held to be an omission, in view of the other cogent evidence on 

record.   
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66. Ld Senior Counsel for the defence further submitted that no 

independent witnesses have been examined by the prosecution and 

PW 1, PW 2, PW 4, PW 5 and PW 11 are all interested witnesses. It 

is well settled that „Interested Witness‟ is one who has some direct 

interest in seeing that the accused person is somehow or the other 

convicted because he has some animus against the accused or for 

some other reason. PW1, PW2, PW4, PW5, PW11 were all present 

at the place of occurrence.  Though there is hint of some animosity 

between Ratul (PW -5) and the accused, there is nothing on record 

to even remotely suggest existence of any such hostility amongst 

the family members of the accused and the deceased. On the 

contrary, the action of the deceased in going out with a piece of 

meat in his hand with the confidence that he would be successful in 

appeasing the accused and convincing him to share a meal with 

them, indicates the reverence with which the deceased was held. 

The reaction of the said witnesses who were present at the place of 

occurrence in rushing out, seems to be absolutely natural. There is 

nothing unnatural in their act. Hence, they can be said to be natural 

witnesses and cannot be termed as interested witnesses.   

  

67. Again, in so far as the evidence of PW-1 and for that matter 

PW-2, is concerned, it has been held that „sometimes relationship is 

guarantee of truth‟. PW-1 being the wife of the deceased, it is 

unlikely that she would falsely implicate the accused.  In fact, PW 1 

has stated in her cross examination that the accused used to 

adhere to the advice given by her husband and there was no prior 

animosity between them. There is no material on record to even 

remotely suggest that PW -1 has any motive to falsely implicate the 

accused and spare the real culprit.  

 

68. Before concluding, even for the sake of argument, if this 

Court accepts the submission of the defence that PW-1, PW-4 and 

PW-11 were not eyewitnesses, the entire circumstance, as laid 

down in paragraph 47 above, leads only to one conclusion and that 

is, to the culpability of the accused. Each of the prosecution 

witnesses, that is, PW-1, PW-2, PW 4, PW 5 and PW 11 have 

corroborated each other on all the vital aspects which forms a 
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complete chain in itself. It is seen that all the incriminating facts 

and circumstances are found to be incompatible with the innocence 

of the accused or the guilt of any other person.  

 

69. Hence, in the ultimate analysis, it is manifestly clear that the 

prosecution has been able to prove the culpability of the accused 

beyond reasonable doubt. 

 

70. The assault on the vital part of the body, that is, head of 

Khirodhar Bordoloi leaves no scope for misunderstanding. The 

intensity of the blow resulting in a crack on the head and fracture of 

skull is indicative of the confirmatory characteristics and leaves no 

room for doubt regarding the intention of the accused. Coupled with 

the latter, the act of the accused in once leaving the place of 

occurrence and returning after a few minutes with an object in his 

hand which was subsequently used as the weapon of assault, too 

speaks for itself. The indication in the evidence of the witnesses 

that the target may not have been Khirodhar Bordoloi (the 

deceased) but another person, cannot justify the action of the 

accused or assist the defence in any manner whatsoever. In 

substance, thus, this Court has no hesitation to hold that the act of 

the accused comes within the ambit of the third clause of section 

300 I.P.C, making the accused liable for punishment under section 

302 I.P.C. 

 

71. In the result, it is held that the prosecution has been able to 

prove its case beyond reasonable doubt and consequently, the 

accused, Raju Borah is convicted of the offence under section 302 

I.P.C. 

 

HEARING ON SENTENCE 

 

72. Convict, Raju Borah is heard in person. He submits that he is 

innocent and he is the only earning member of my family. The 

accused has further submitted that he has three minor sons who 

are studying in school and a wife who all are wholly dependent on 

him. At this stage, the said submission cannot be appreciated. 
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Learned Counsel for the convict, Raju Borah is present and submits 

that in the fact and circumstances of the case, capital sentence is 

not warranted. Learned Addl PP too submits that this is not a case 

of „rarest of rare‟ category. Therefore, life sentence would be 

appropriate. 

 

73. Considering all the aspects, the accused/convict, Raju Borah 

is sentenced to undergo R.I. for life and to pay a fine of Rs.3,000/- 

(Rupees three thousand) only, in default, R.I. for 1 (one) month 

under section 302 IPC. 

 

74. Period of detention undergone so far by the accused shall be 

set off. 

  

75. Let the seized item be destroyed in due course. 

  

76. It has come on record that the deceased, Khirodhar Bordoloi 

was serving with the Assam Police and had left behind his wife and 

adult children. In view of the latter viz a viz the object of the Victim 

Compensation Scheme, this Court refrains from referring the 

matter for enquiry u/s 357 A of CrPC to the District Legal Services 

Authority, Sonitpur, Tezpur.  

 

77. Let a free copy of this judgment be furnished to the convict 

immediately. 

 

78. Let a copy of this judgment be forwarded to the District 

Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur u/s 365 of the CrPC. 

 

 Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 30th day 

of July, 2014 at Tezpur. 

                              

       Addl. Sessions Judge No.2 

         Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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